
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

There was a porter downstairs, page boys; some people going away with
their trunks in the passage; a railway omnibus at the door, white-
________________ waiters dodging about the entrance.

1.

(breasted/breasting)
breasted

There was a second sale of pamphlets, books of prints, &c., in the
________________ year, which lasted 10 days: and this was immediately
succeeded by a sale of the doctor's single prints and drawings, which
continued 8 days.

2.

(followed/following)

following

This difference arises, as we have said, from the peculiar character of the
Government of the ________________ States.
3.

(united/uniting)United

Glancing down, he got no answering glance: she was looking, large-
________________ and wistful, into empty space.
4.

(eyed/eyeing)eyed

Rough as was this announcement, we soon became ________________
that it was but too true.
5.

(satisfied/satisfying)
satisfied

This was a real tax on him; and in this way, the people of the
________________ States actually contributed those sixty-six millions of
dollars during the war, and by a mode of taxation the most oppressive of all,
because the most unequal of all.

6.

(united/uniting)

United

Before each one stood a long- ________________ bottle wound with
straw, cups were filled, emptied, waved aloft or clinked.
7.

(necked/necking)
necked

Henry glanced at the sleepers now and then and was ________________
to see that they rested so well.
8.

(pleased/pleasing)
pleased

He was very much ________________, and so I suppose did not dare to
reprove them just then.
9.

(excited/exciting)
excited

Those competent citizens were as close ________________ as ever.10.
(mouthed/mouthing)

mouthed
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It is not ________________ that the relations of psychotherapy to sleep
show such a great variety.
11.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising

It would be ________________ to write of some of the more famous of
those idols, as I remember them in repose, above the quays of the docks.
12.

(pleased/pleasing)

pleasing

It was ________________ to see the soldiers act the place of master and
overseer over these deplorable creatures.
13.

(amused/amusing)
amusing

We certainly were ________________ about the time we met you.14.
(worried/worrying)

worried

Mr. and Mrs. Hyde were very much ________________, and the children
were alarmed for the safety of their pet.
15.

(annoyed/annoying)
annoyed

It is ________________ to note in this connection that so many scientists
have come from groups forming the ordinary occupations of life rather than,
as we might expect, from the privileged classes who have had leisure and
opportunity for development.

16.

(interested/interesting)

interesting

The matter is of some importance, because either the producers or the
readers are in a bad way; and it would be ________________ to suppose it is
the readers, for probably there are more readers than editors, and so less
chance of a cure.

17.

(disheartened/disheartening)

disheartening

He pulled the letter out of his shirt and was ________________ to see
that none of the writing was visible.
18.

(pleased/pleasing)
pleased

At the beginning of the eighteenth century planting was begun in Scotland
and later in Ireland, and it is ________________ to note that now the planted
areas exceed the natural growth in these two countries.

19.

(interested/interesting)

interesting

It is not ________________ that a few generations later the high priests
of Ammon supplanted the Pharaohs altogether and founded a dynasty of their
own.

20.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising
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